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In order to provide access to resources that use https, your EZproxy server must be configured with an SSL certificate.

```
Title -hide DOI System (updated 20180302)
URL http://dx.doi.org
Domain doi.org

HTTPHeader Access-Token
ProxyHostnameEdit www.tandfonline.com$ www-tandfonline-com
Title Taylor & Francis (updated 20180806)
URL https://www.tandfonline.com
HJ http://www.tandfonline.com
HJ journalonline.tandf.co.uk
HJ afs.tandfonline.com
HJ amstat.tandfonline.com
HJ tandfonline.com
HJ www.journalonline.tandf.co.uk
DJ tandfonline.com
HJ tandfprod.literatumonline.com
HJ https://tandfonline.com
DJ literatumonline.com
```

Note: This configuration includes lines required to enable access to resources via DOI.org.